Refuse to Enroll
In Obamacare Health Exchange

Defend Your Health Freedom!

Obamacare will officially kick off on October 1, 2013 with open enrollment through the state and federal government health Exchanges. Exchanges, which are the key to implementing health care reform, threaten individual choices, privacy, freedom and pocketbooks.

If you oppose Obamacare – 49% of the public does – the Exchanges provide an opportunity to act. If not enough people enroll, the Exchanges will fail. If the Exchanges fail, Obamacare fails. Defend your freedom by refusing to enroll.

Contrary to popular belief, you do not have to enroll in Exchange coverage and lose your privacy and choice!

You can choose private insurance outside the Exchanges. Non-enrollment in Exchanges does not result in penalties. Fines are only for failure to be insured.

Participate in our “Refuse to Enroll” campaign by using our “Take Action” suggestions. More suggestions and information can be found at: www.refuse2enroll.com.

“\nThe ACA cannot be implemented without an insurance exchange in each state. It’s a go or it’s a no-go. It’s that simple.\n”
- Robert Laszewski, health policy strategist

Top Four Reasons Not to Enroll in Exchanges:

1. **No Private Insurance** – Obamacare is “Medicaid for the middle class” – or as former CBO director Douglas Holtz-Eakin calls Exchange coverage: “a second Medicaid program.”

2. **No Privacy** – Data enters federal database accessible by IRS.

3. **Limited Choice** – Coverage is “narrow network” policies.

4. **High Cost Premiums** – Income redistribution to pay for Exchange operations and subsidizing high-cost individuals.

Take Action

**Signs:** Put up signs in your yard encouraging people to “Refuse to Enroll” in the state or federal Obamacare Exchange. Include refuse2enroll.com.

**Social Media and Letters:** Spread the word using Facebook and Twitter and by writing letters to your local newspaper.

**Town Hall Meetings:** Hold meetings in your community to tell the truth about the Exchange.

**Distribute Information:** Share CCHF’s “Refuse to Enroll” flyers at state and county fairs, meetings and other civic gatherings.

**Ask Your Employer:** Employers can choose not to put their employees’ health plan in the Exchange. Ask your employer to refuse the Exchange.

**Donate:** Give to our “Refuse to Enroll” campaign to fund billboards, video, radio and Google ads at: [bit.ly/donate2cchf](bit.ly/donate2cchf)